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So Frenchy so Chic! Plus Size Fashion Adventures in Paris
Plus size women who like to travel can now enjoy a week-long fashion adventure in Paris, France with
Teena Hughes to find sexy and chic French clothing.
March 7, 2010 - PRLog -- Fashion-savvy plus size women can now shop for fabulous clothes in the City of
Love and Light. Up until now everyone believed that Paris is the thin-person fashion capital of the world,
and have seen the models on the catwalks of Paris, London and New York. A well-kept secret is that there
are beautiful plus size clothes available too -- right in fashion paradise -- in Paris, France.
The next annual Plus Size Fashion Adventure hosted by Teena Hughes is from 20-27th June 2010. Visitors
to Teena's website commented that there didn't seem to be any truly fashionable clothes for plus-size
women and girls in Paris - so Teena decided to share her plus-size fashion secrets with them.
Many designers create large clothing in black, brown and navy, and expect plus size and voluptuous women
to be happy with mediocre design. By being part of the Plus Size Fashion Adventure, women can finally
feel and look fabulous, stunning, gorgeous - wearing designs that flatter and fit.
An added bonus on the Plus Size Fashion Adventure is that Teena shows you the Paris she has come to love
over the past 30 years; join Teena to explore and see the hidden Paris like a local and have lots of fun and
laughter along the way.
For more information please sign up at http://www.abfabdesigns.com/adventures.html
###
About AbfabDesigns: Teena Hughes is a silk artist, textile designer and fashion designer who creates
stunning unique plus size wearable art. Teena (who has lived in Paris) believes size should not be a barrier
to gorgeous fashion, and encourages women to shine in bright colours and bold designs. Please visit
http://AbfabDesigns.com to view the kaleidoscopic range of clothing.
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